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Following extensive field sampling and testing Clesse Industries have identified that in certain 
operational and environmental conditions the corrosion protection used on regulator range 
BP1803 may be compromised with a potential for the regulator to fail.  
 
Although our BP1803 family range meets European and UK manufacturing standards 
regarding resistance against corrosion, having identified an issue that in certain installations 
and conditions of use there might lead to a regulator to fail, we have taken the decision to 
implement a recall on the concerned products. A product safety notice  been issued and 
recall announced. 
 
What action is Clesse taking?    
 
As a responsible manufacturer a recall notice on regulator range BP1803 has been issued in 
UK and Ireland. This will be extending to Europe very shortly together with other countries. 
 
 
What changes have been made to the new supplies of BP1803 regulator offered as 
replacement? 
 
The corrosion protection on the part inside the regulator has been upgraded with additional 
corrosion protection measures after the date of September 2015. These are available to users 
and gas installers as replacement following the safety notice provided. 
 
All new BP1803 regulators produced since September 2015 production has been modified to 
ensure service life is maintained in normal operating conditions. 
 
Why has Clesse Industries made this decision? 
 
Clesse Industries takes its responsibilities seriously to ensure that as a responsible 
manufacturer we continue to improve our products and have a proactive approach to 
customer safety.  
 
 
What should distributors or installers do? 
Issue the Recall Notification to your customers in order that our recall agents Stericycle 
ExpertSOLUTIONS can register their details and issue regulator replacements to installers or 
users. For more information visit www.clessesafetynotice.com 
If you are a distributor you can also forward a list detailing the purchaser whom we can 
contact on your behalf. 
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